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ISSUE 18 - Summer 2021

AESL's INTRODUCTION
Last year was the first summer since WWESU was started where we hadn’t been
able to run any trips. Planning and delivering a programme for 100 Explorers with
ever-changing restrictions and a huge amount of uncertainty was no easy task, but
we couldn’t be prouder of how the whole Unit rose to the challenge.
The Autumn and Spring terms were a patchwork of face-to-face meetings, day
activities and online events. Thankfully the summer term brought some normality,
and the prospect of DofE expeditions and a summer camp gave us all some muchneeded goals to work towards. In spite of everything, we managed to pack a lot of
quality Scouting into our programme!
In May, John ran a small Welsh expedition to help blow off the cobwebs after a year
without any residential activities. Well over half the Unit completed their DofE
expedition sections this summer- huge congratulations to all of them. We also took
over 60 members to Northumberland for a fantastic Summer Camp. Read on to find
out more about all of those trips.
While the year has been tough, the resilience, compassion and dedication shown by
every member of the Wild Wolf community has filled us with pride. We’d like to take
this opportunity to thank each and every one of you for the support you’ve given us.
We’re excited about our plans for the year ahead, and we can’t wait to welcome you
all back.
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Annie, AESL
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Face-to-Face at Last
During the summer term, WWESU
was finally back, face-to-face
and ready to make the most of
it. Explorers enjoyed a term packed
with DofE training. From first aid and
camp craft to nights canoeing on the
River Lea, we spent this term
learning skills essential for DofE and
beyond.

Weekend Canoeing
With the absence of WWESU's usual DofE training camp due to COVID-19
restrictions, we needed to find new ways to train our Explorers up before DofE
expeditions began. Thanks to the dedication of our Leaders, we were able to run a
total of 5 weekend paddle sessions where over 70 Explorers gained valuable skills
from paddle strokes to capsize rescues.

Snowdonia Trip
In true Wild Wolf style, just 5 days
after restrictions were eased in May,
4 Explorers and 2 Leaders set off to
Snowdonia for the first WWESU
camp in over a year. Highlights were
a tricky scramble up Tryfan and a dip
in the freezing River Afon
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Llugwy. Read more about this
adventure over on our blog by
clicking HERE.
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Bronze DofE
Towards the end of the summer term, 7 Bronze DofE teams took to the River
Thames to complete their expeditions. Split over two weekends, the teams
canoed a distance of 45km over two days, earning their DofE Bronze Award.
Explorers were completely self-sufficient in setting up camp, cooking their own
meals, and navigating the river. To read more about their expeditions click
HERE.

Summer Camp 2021
After over a year with no large
camps, Wild Wolf ESU finally
managed to venture out to
Northumberland, where we resided
at the gorgeous Dilston Scout
Campsite, a short distance from
Hadrian’s Wall. We spent ten days
exploring the Northumbrian
countryside, visiting fascinating
destinations, and getting stuck into
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some very adventurous activities.
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Want to hear more? Check out our
blog post all about it by clicking
HERE or give the video below a
watch!

Silver & Gold DofE
This summer, 25 Explorers across 6
DofE teams took to the River Severn
for their practice and qualifying
expeditions. Over the course of their
week-long adventure, teams were
able to overcome the challenges of
self-sufficiency and build on their
teamwork and leadership skills,
whilst exploring the beauty of the
Severn by canoe. One of our gold
teams has made a video to show
you what they got up to. Click HERE
to give it a watch!
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WWESU on TikTok
Introducing the WWESU TikTok! We're expanding
our social media coverage onto a new platform
where we'll be giving our Explorers the chance to
channel their creativity into short videos for you to
enjoy. Search @wildwolfesu or click HERE to give it
a follow and stay tuned for new TikToks coming
soon!

Leavers
Every term, a handful of Explorers
turn 18 and have to say goodbye to
WWESU. This term it's Freya, Uma,
Tom, Gabby, and Antoine, who were
all incredibly dedicated members of
the Unit. We wish them the best of
luck in their further studies and
future Scouting.
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Connect with us! See more of what we do through our social media and blog:

Facebook Twitter Instagram Website

Share this email

Tweet this email

Email

YouTube

Forward this email
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